
Rational ize the wealth 

in the 5G era

Nu g g e t s  p l a n :  

O p e n  u p  r e ve n u e  a n d  i n c r e a s e  p r o f i t



The digitalization of the information and the further development of globalize economy is
initiate in the 5G era. E-Commerce in international trade has become a key of influence
in increase the prominent and it has become a global export trade market trend. The Internet

is no longer just a communication device in 5G era, but it is an important tool to drive the
global economy.

Online shopping platforms are the most profitable among the five major types of mobile
applications for global users. My Bonus is committed to becoming the world's top order
matching platform in the smart cloud, With 5G cloud technology as the core function.

My bonus cooperates with major e-commerce platform merchants to create a commission
rebate and resource integration plan. It also provides order matching technology and services

for merchants on the global e-commerce platform. Not only that, rapidly increase of the
sales of the major products on the merchant platform to create a good reputation
for e-commerce merchants.



By engaging with the intelligent and automated cloud order matching technology, it may
help the member of My bonus increase sales and help businesses achieve tens of millions of
sales results. To create a large number of brand-new top products and build excellent
merchants on the e-commerce platform, so that the merchants who engaged in My Bonus on the
e-commerce platform can stand out in this business competition.

All My Bonus members will become the creators of miracles in this era. The overall user revenue
of My Bonus came from the merchants who have engaged with. Different merchants have different
commodity values, therefore the effort of commission for each order is different. Merchants use
my bonus smart cloud technology to find order promoters to increase the popularity of buying
on their own platforms.

Through the well-developed intelligent order matching system, more shoppers could purchase
the goods of the merchants, thereby increasing the profit of the merchants.

Once again, the Internet economy will flourish. My Bonus stands on the edge of the trend
and is committed to creating the next e-commerce miracle!



Due to the further development of 

electronic information technology and 
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With the rapid development of global 

e-commerce, online shopping has 

become a habit of the human. 
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Automatically match node merchants 

to complete shopping orders through the 

intelligent cloud transaction system

By using 5G resource sharing technology

To return and nurture more rich people



To provide order matching technology 

and services for various merchants in 

the global e-commerce platform, and 

rapidly increase the sales of major 

businesses on the platform.

Create a good reputation for 

e-commerce companies, intelligent 

and automated cloud order matching 

technology. Immediate make global 

members in e-commerce merchants 

with sales increase. 



Helping merchants to achieve millions 
of sales results, create a large number 
of brand-new hot products and 
promote countless profits



Create an excellent platform in 

e-commerce for the top 

products, So that merchants 

who affiliate with My Bonus 

would be able to stand out 

from various e-commerce 

business competition platform. 

Create My Bonus with 5G 
cloud technology as the 
core

For the world's top 
order matching 
platform in the 
intelligent cloud.





Sweden Vietnam
Singapore Taiwan Canada ItalyMalaysia

Establish its overseas authorized 

branch platform.



We will do our best to become 
the world's top 100 companies !








